This working paper reports on a major Harvard Business School project designed to enhance MBA and practicing executives in case learning. The work is built on the foundation of HBS field cases employing the monomyth "hero's journey" classic story structure along with the creation of associated fictional case characters designed to engage readers in the dimensions of human behavior, decision-making, and judgments in carrying out the work of the modern corporation.
This similarity in learning from practice is reflected in the footnote of every Harvard Business School case: "Cases are not intended to serve as endorsements, sources of primary data, or illustrations of effective or ineffective management." This footnote cautions that similar to other professions like medicine and the law, there are rarely pat answers to complex decisions in the disciplines of continuously changing fields and those that are imbued in highly complex human situations. Experience and judgment are always in play, and relevant in many ways.
Teaching cases are intended to focus on important issues in the purview of practicing managers, and as a basis for discussing these issues in context, determining alternative courses of actions for analyzing and deciding on these issues, and facilitating a process of contemplation by the student in creating his/her knowledge necessary to operate as an effective management leader. The MBA degree is intended to certify that a graduate has engaged in an intensive process of mastering a process of study that embodies analyzing the key set of management issues of practicing executives and techniques for executing alternative courses of actions for addressing the issues. As important, case study is intended to communicate and provide incentive to aspiring managers to maintain a process of reflection on their decisions in practices and a drive towards continuous learning. This continuous learning is facilitated by activities at HBS including publishing teaching cases and the Harvard Business School Review, providing global Executive Education programs, and hosting research conferences on important business subjects such as causes of the Financial Crisis of 2008.
While cases persist in the curricula of virtually every business school, cases and the case method as developed and used at the Harvard Business School are not without controversy. The controversy is especially apparent in major research universities with business schools. I studied management at a research university whereby the traditional arts and sciences faculties exerted strong influence and control in the university and faculty promotion processes. Faculty promotions were submitted to the President and a senior university faculty committee (without senior business school faculty members) for final review. In the final oversight review, published articles in what are called "first-tier academic journals" 1 were heavily weighted in the final tenured promotion decisions.
Cases and case teaching were given secondary consideration, if any consideration at all. member teaching group faculty plus a doctoral student course assistant, who meet for at least an hour before teaching each classroom case. This is a required meeting no matter how many times a professor has taught the case. During the teaching group meeting, the case approach is discussed, and teaching notes shared. In effect, the teaching group is not only intended to maintain high quality MBA teaching, but also is intended to develop new faculty as effective case teachers, and keeps those that are experienced case teachers up-to-date and on their toes.
Professor Bill Bruns was a MBA graduate of HBS, and was visiting HBS from the faculty of the University of Washington Business School. He had a special understanding of my plight, and was especially helpful to me in both learning the HBS culture and learning to become a competent case method teacher. 4 Bill's first advice to me was the best advice on case teaching that I ever received: "When you get in trouble during a class, just stop, and trust the class; inevitably, the class will come to your rescue, but you have to stop, wait, and be patient." Is that hard to do! But it works.
4 After Bill Brun's two years visit to HBS, he was invited to join the permanent faculty. Bill remained at HBS until his retirement, and appointment as an emeritus Harvard professor. He still travels the globe on behalf of HBS teaching other faculty the case method of teaching and art of writing business cases.
I got into a lot of trouble in case discussions during my first year: talking too much, cutting off students' comments that I did not fully understand, and the list goes on.
I still get in trouble, but Bill's advice rarely fails me. It is when I try to wing it, when I got into deep trouble, and risk losing the confidence and trust of the class. Once trust is lost with a class that you expect high performance from, it is extremely hard to regain credibility.
I learned other lessons too about crafting a case. It is dangerous and often embarrassing to do too much interpreting when writing a case: dangerous because business cases are generally complex with a lot of things implied rather than explicit.
Most cases involve underlying good stories, but the real stories are often opaque, and need to be discovered through discussions with class groups with diverse experienceshaving a large class of 80 to 90 students means that on almost any subject a class member will know more than you and likely had a relevant personal experience on the subject under discussion. Too much personal interpretation by the professor on writing and teaching cases tends to inhibit discovery by both students and the instructor.
In writing cases, it's important to get the facts right, talk to the right sources, and accurately describe key events, and context. The stories and characters of a case are the mechanisms enabling students to long remember management lessons after case facts have faded away from their memories. Maintaining Case Teaching Note files and networking with others that teach theirs and others' cases keeps your case teaching dynamic and fresh.
I have also learned that some really good cases seemingly last forever. For example, I was gone from the Harvard Business School for 14 years while building our consulting firm, and then returned to HBS to teach the first-year MBA Accounting and Control case course that I had taught during my first years at HBS. Upon returning to the HBS faculty, I saw new case names with more modern business contexts and numbers.
But some of these cases were eerily familiar-that is, many of the key case issue were the same. When I read the new case teaching note, I learned that the "new" case was the old case, but had simply been artfully updated with the changed environment and numbers.
The case discussion strategy was fundamentally the same-the issue of one of these cases was a short case on transfer pricing policies and overhead allocations. The case over time had its exhibits boiled down to just a few numbers, but with an associated issue that defied resolution through rigorous analysis. The art of this case involved reducing the quantitative analysis required making room for more class discussion of the far more important human judgments, which were required to make the transfer pricing system work. The 1-¼ pages case generated class discussion that could barely be contained in the 80-minute class period. In building a headquarters office for our firm in Lexington, Massachusetts, we created a replica of an HBS classroom for 80 to 90 participants designed to facilitate case interaction and discussions, along with 4 small group discussion rooms. Our consulting methodology included writing cases on our clients' issues, and bring the client management team to Lexington to discuss their cases along with other associated HBS cases to facilitate learning and analysis of alternatives for the issues that the company was facing. We also extended this into multiple client company programs whereby we conducted multi-client case research and included guru faculty from HBS and other business schools to jointly discuss management issues. The companies that worked with us in this capacity included IBM, AT&T, GE, Cisco, Shell, BP, DuPont, Phillips, Boeing, Apple, drugstore.com, Boeing and the like.
One of the more familiar NNC research projects that came out of this multi-client research was the balanced-score card methodology whereby David Norton worked with HBS Professor Robert Kaplan in case research in going beyond financial performance metrics. Both Dave and Bob went onto publish a series of field cases, HBR articles, and
Harvard Business Press books on the subject and methodology.
As important as the case method lessons that I have learned, is that like business itself to remain vital and relevant, cases and case teaching must change with the environment and times. And, now is a most exciting and challenging time for creating effective business cases due to breakthrough innovations that are proliferating in digital media, and global possibilities for expanding the form and use of cases. 5 So it is my privilege to share some of the work that my colleagues and I have being doing here with the hope that some of the ideas might be useful to each of you as you endeavor with your own continuous learning curves on creating effective business cases. Here, I would like to share with you some of our recent work on the idea of a fictional, or novel case format, digitization of case media, and coping with some of the challenges in multi-media mixed 5 Review of the NACRA 2013 case précis' for this conference is impressive evidence of the diversity in use, techniques, and global scope of business cases, and the coming together of case method professors in learning from each other.
format cases. This is not about writing arm-chaired cases; it is a process that is built on a foundation of field case development, and then going beyond the individual set of field cases, by crafting elements to extend the case method into a set of integrated cases and coherent story.
Our journey in creating a novel based on an integrated set of field cases began with the scenario whereby a promising functional line manager of a corporation is asked With the classroom success of Adventures, we continued the saga of Jim Barton becoming a Twenty-first Century CEO in a different corporation with our second book:
Harder Than I Thought. Harder employs the same format of creating a set of case based chapters, and then integrating the cases into an extended case study of 20 chapters on dealing with the issues of becoming a successful CEO. These issues and chapters include building a collaborative executive leadership team, global outsourcing, strategic partnering, and working with and restructuring the board of directors.
Partially as a result of our research for Harder and partially from our experiences on board of directors, we expanded our author team and we are currently working on a third novel book continuing Jim Barton's corporate leadership challenges into reinventing boards of directors for the twenty-first century. During our case writing, Shannon was instrumental in addressing two problems that we encountered. The first problem had to do with obtaining case releases on the sensitive IT issues involved in our cases. Some of the case situations turned out badly, and getting companies to sign release forms for distributing and teaching the case studies often ran into trouble as senior manager at companies were asked to sign the releases.
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The second problem we discovered was our collection of IT cases were from different industries, and there was a pre-case setup time required by students to learn about industry structure and context. While there were obvious learning benefits from this learning, we discovered that learning many industry contexts raised a pedagogical issue; the balance between learning and discussing industry context limited the time to adequately focus on the IT issues. Shannon suggested a way that we might cope with 6 Currently, Rob Austin is a chaired professor and Shannon O'Donnell is an assistant professor at the Copenhagen Business School where both are involved in an innovative program at CBS in integrating the Arts into research and study of management. 7 Often if a senior manager was concerned about releasing the case, he/she would consult the company's law department. Inevitably, the release process became more complicated, drawn out, and conservatism transpired where important case content was asked to be edited out, or release permission was simply denied.
these two problems, as well as suggesting an innovation that could enhance the effectiveness of our overall project.
Shannon suggested that we develop an integrated case series, using a single industry for the context of all the cases in the series. This seemed workable to us because the IT issues were relatively common across industries. To cope with the release issue, she further, suggested that we use a fictional novel case format, but based on the foundation of the issue as the issue played out in the real companies that we studiedsimilar in form to the fictional novels written by noted authors such as James Michener.
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Finally, Shannon observed that our current collection of cases could be organized into the classic story format based on Joseph Campbell's monomyth, or the "hero's journey"--a basic pattern that is found in many narratives from around the world. 9 The advantage of applying the monomyth structure had the considerable benefit of enabling us to craft our case characters to further engage our students in the work of the characters and by extension and projection, their human characteristics in conducting their work.
And, of course, human value systems and past experiences play into the judgments people make in their decision-making.
Working with this format, we created our hero, the line executive (Jim Barton) employed by a fictional financial service firm (i.e., IVK) experiencing a financial crisis 8 James Michener wrote engaging novels such as Hawaii and Alaska based on his extensive historical research on these states. 9 Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1949. In a monomyth, the hero begins in the ordinary world, and receives a call to enter an unknown world of strange powers and events. The hero who accepts the call to enter this strange world must face tasks and trials, either alone or with assistance. In the most intense versions of the narrative, the hero must survive a severe challenge, often with help. If the hero survives, he may achieve a great gift or "boon." The hero must then decide whether to return to the ordinary world with this boon. If the hero does decide to return, he or she often faces challenges on the return journey. If the hero returns successfully, the boon or gift may be used to improve the world. and in the throes of turnaround mode. Jim Barton is asked by the new CEO to assume the CIO position, which is seen as pivotal to the turnaround. With no formal IT background, Barton is reluctant, but decides to set off on his "hero's journey" to learn how to be an effective CIO, and manage the IT function to facilitate the turnaround of IVK.
Our set of draft field cases on IT management and strategy issues provided the foundation for eighteen IVK cases paralleling Barton's "hero's journey" and integrating a cast of characters along the way. For each case, we developed an associated case teaching note. Then Rob and I with assistance from Shannon, taught MBA, undergraduate, and ExecEd courses on IT strategy and management in our respective classes: at the Harvard Business School, the University of Washington Business School, and Copenhagen Business School. We took careful notes on our teaching experiences and revised both the cases and teaching notes.
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During this project, we were simultaneously working on a conference series at the University of Washington: The Seattle Innovation Symposia (SIS). Results from the SIS were used to develop a series of TV programs for the University of Washington Educational Channel (Channel27) that were also released widely in the USA and other countries through the Public Broadcasting Research Channel. These program segments 10 Shannon served as our research assistant and attended our classes and also took careful notes. In addition, she engaged students after the classes to further discuss their thoughts about the cases and discussion. Finally, Shannon administered an evaluation instrument surveying the students about on their class and IVK case experiences. The survey results were reported in our joint article with Shannon: Austin, Nolan O'Donnell, "The Technology Manager's Journey: An Extended Narrative Approach to Educating Technical Leaders," Academy of Management Learning and Education, Vol. 8, No. 3, [337] [338] [339] [340] [341] [342] [343] [344] [345] [346] [347] [348] [349] [350] [351] [352] [353] [354] [355] are still actively broadcast, and are available through the University of Washington TV web site. decision, the natural tendency is to defend the decision that you first made and be highly critical of an alternative course of action. It is often difficult to fully listen to another course of action, and then resist reacting defensively once you have earlier made up your mind.
With a grant from Novell, we also put up a web site with the assistance of the IT staff at the University of Washington making our IVK cases, teaching notes, course outlines, and an IVK blog available to a set of colleagues, and other IT professors interested in using all or some of the IVK cases in IT courses. Some professors had tailored their own IT courses to emphasize various themes and IT issues, and chose to use selected IVK cases to address some IT issues and not others.
Simultaneously with our IVK project, we entered into a contract with Harvard
Business School Press to publish the individual cases, make the case teaching notes Our extensive background research provided the foundation to tackle twenty-first century executive and board leadership, which we then began to weave into Jim Barton's hero's journey at the fictional SMA (Santa Monica Aerospace) Corporation. Barton's journey begins with becoming a member of the SMA board of directors, being elected to chair the board's governance committee and leading the search for a turnaround CEO.
With no "takers" for the CEO job, Barton is pressed into taking the CEO job himself.
We then trace Barton's first day as a CEO through his journey of turning the corporation around by designing and manufacturing a successful commercial cargo airplane. A set of 20 CEO issue/decision chapters follow. 17 The extended case study of a company has been a practice at the Harvard Business School for many years. It took several forms at the Harvard Business School ranging from a series of cases such as Professor David Yoffie's cases on Microsoft (Yoffie 1992 (Yoffie ,'95, '96, '97, '98' '99, 2000 and Apple (Yoffie '95, 2002, '04, '05, '06, '08, and '12 To take on this ultimate challenge, we are privileged to have expanded our team with one of the most talented HBS case method teachers and case writers: Professor F.
Warren McFarlan. Warren has not only distinguished himself at HBS, but also has distinguished himself as an authority on serving on nonprofit boards 18 , as well as USA and international boards.
With our expanded team, we now join Jim Barton as he takes stock on his career as a corporate executive, CEO with a clipped short tenure due to his own making, and now driven to make a positive contribution to improving corporate governance.
We pick up on Jim Barton's saga as he is contemplating his future after being pursuit of these opportunities that Barton reflects on his own personal experiences with corporate boards and earlier serving on boards that he concludes that board service, and participating in an overall movement of reinventing boards of directors is something that he is not only vitally interested in, but something that he might be able to make an important contribution. So once again, Jim Barton embarks on another hero's journey.
Summary and Conclusions
So I have been privileged to have stumbled into case method teaching and case writing, and have found both a wonderful career and a continued challenging experience.
I hope that my experience might inspire some of you to continue to engage in the innovations required to take the case method into the twenty-first century, and likewise inspire your students to engage in continuous learning about corporations, management, and board oversight.
